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Many experimental studies have explored vocal imitation in a laboratory setting. These studies 
demonstrate that vocal imitation occurs even though an interlocutor is physically absent in speech. 
Goldinger [1] is known as a seminal work in this line of research. In his experiment, participants 
first read aloud a list of words in the beginning, the recordings of which are treated as baseline 
tokens. Then, the participants shadowed the words quickly after presentation of model speech 
stimuli. The baseline and shadowed tokens are compared with the model speech stimuli. His 
finding is that shadowed tokens are more similar to model speech stimuli than baseline tokens are. 
This finding suggests that the participants imitate the auditory speech stimuli while shadowing the 
speech stimuli without interacting with an interlocutor. His experimental paradigm has been 
adopted by a large number of studies so far, and his finding has been successfully replicated. 

Although many previous studies employ a shadowing experiment to explore vocal imitation, the 
methodologies slightly differ from researcher to researcher. We would like to attract attention to 
the fact that shadowers saw orthographic forms in some experiments [2, 3, 4], whereas shadowers 
did not see any written forms in the other experiments [5, 6, 7, 8]. The aim of this study is to explore 
to what extent seeing written forms influences L2 learners’ shadowing of model speech. 
Addressing this question provides an insight to a methodology that can be used to study vocal 
imitation or accommodation, and also allows us to increase our knowledge of how pronunciation 
and orthography are memorized in the cognitive system of a L2 learner. 

In order to address this question, we explored to what extent Japanese English learners align 
their formant values with those of a native American English speaker, when they shadow the model 
speech stimuli with /æ/ or /ɑ/ while seeing written forms and without seeing written forms. Our 
prediction is that seeing written forms may interfere in L2 learners’ imitation of model speech. This 
is because presentation of orthographic forms may activate the knowledge about grapheme-to-
phoneme correspondences in L1 [9, 10]. Note that the two vowels are likely to be spelled as <a> 
and <o> respectively in English, and the graphemes are associated with the phonemes /a/ and /o/ 
in Japanese. 

Twenty-two Japanese English learners participated in the current study. They first read aloud 
42 target words (21 words with /æ/ and 21 words with /ɑ/) while seeing written forms on the 
computer monitor. They were also asked to read aloud nine keywords, the recordings of which 
were used to standardize the vowel space. Then, half the participants shadowed model speech 
stimuli of the target words while seeing written forms in the first shadowing session, and shadowed 
the model speech stimuli without seeing written forms in the second shadowing session. The other 
participants took the two shadowing sessions in the reverse order. The recordings were manually 
annotated, and acoustically analysed. F1 and F2 values were extracted at mid-point using a Praat 
script [11], and they were Labanov-transformed. 

The results are shown in Figure 1. The figure shows the mean formant values of TRAP /æ/ and 
LOT /ɑ/ produced by a model talker (red), and by a participant in the pre-shadowing session 
(purple), the shadowing session with written forms (blue), and the shadowing session without 
written forms (green). The mixed-effects regression analyses were performed on our dataset. We 
constructed four mixed-effects linear regression models that estimate a F1 value of TRAP, a F2 
value of TRAP, a F1 value of LOT, and a F2 value of LOT respectively, using the lmer function in 
the lme4 library [12]. These models include the binary variable task (non-orthography shadowing 
session vs. orthography shadowing session), the binary variable group (orthography-shadowing-
first group vs. non-orthography-shadowing-first group), the interaction term of the two key 
variables, and by-speaker and by-word random intercepts. The statistical results indicate that the 
formant values are significantly different between the orthography shadowing session and the non-
orthography shadowing session. For TRAP vowels, F1 values are significantly lower in an 
orthography shadowing session than in a non-orthography shadowing session. As for LOT vowels, 
F1 and F2 values are significantly lower in an orthography shadowing session than in a non-
orthography shadowing session. 

  



 
Fig. 1. Mean Labanov-transformed formant values of LOT /ɑ/ and TRAP /æ/ of model speech stimulus (red), pre-

shadowing token (purple), non-orthography-shadowing token (green), and orthography-shadowing token (blue) 
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